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Three Visions
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ONE
Vision
 
Ubiquity 

The boundaries between industries 
fade  

Banking services become distributed 

The focus is on modularity and agility



Open Banking (Any TPP) 
Bank creates framework and Open set of APIs  

The platform uses Plug-and-play model 

Any TPP can plug-in if they meet  requirements 

TPPs build their own products 

Banks cannot control the client experience 

Clients have broadest set of capabilities  
and products choices

A spectrum: Marketplace vs Open Banking
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Seamless Integrated Experience for 
customers

Vast selection of products for 
customer 
More Open

Flexibili
ty

Marketplace Banking (Carefully 
Selected TPPs) 
Bank creates well-defined APIs to enable 
seamless experience 

Bank selects specialized TPPs to offer 
additional  
financial services along their products 

Banks control and provide a seamless 
integrated  
experience 

Clients have limited choices



Crédito Agricola considers 
APIs a key for the future of 
banking. The bank is working with Microsoft to 
enable their Open Banking ecosystem by delivering five core 
capabilities from the Azure Cloud ecosystem: 1) API 
Management Gateway; 2) Security & Identity; 3) Business 
Analytics & Insights; 4) DevOps; 5) Scalability & Compliance. 
Crédito Agricola digital strategy on Open Banking seeks to 
leverage a third party providers through seamless and 
frictionless interactions that delight their customers, while 
complying with regulation. 

Mr. Jorge Baião , CIO Credito Agricola
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TWO
Vision

Centrality

Commoditization becomes a virtue 

Institutions focus on high-value 
opportunities 

Creating a platform-based, self-
reinforcing ecosystem



Banking as a Service changes 
the financial services landscape, 

“adjusting” the status quo 
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THRE
E

Vision
Nodality

Customers perform many banking 
functions 

Institutions provide infrastructure and 
serve as trusted nodes





Skype Commerce Forum

If we connect 
conversations and  
services we can make 
conversations  
More Fun
Richer

More Empowering

Thereby earning a place in 

people lives as a daily 

habit 

SKYPE TOMORROW

�



UBS taps the cloud 
to power critical 
workloads

With Microsoft Azure, we are building 
on the industry’s leading cloud 
platform in terms of innovation, 
technology, security and regulatory 
compliance, which is very important 
as a Swiss financial institution.” 

 
Paul McEwen, Head of Technology Services, 

UBS

‟

Bank of America chooses the 
Microsoft Cloud to support 
digital transformation 
“We are aggressively modernizing our technology 
infrastructure to enable current and future growth across all 
our lines of business,” “Our agreement with Microsoft aligns 
to our target of delivering 80 percent of our technology 
workloads on virtual platforms within the next several years, 
further establishing Bank of America as a digital leader in 
financial services.” 

Howard Boville, Chief Technology Officer at Bank of America.

23 out of 26 “too big to 
fail banks” have  signed 
cloud terms and are 
initiating workloads

HSBC
“It was scheduled  to be a 6 month exercise and we did it 
in about 12 weeks, so it’s been a big win!.” 

 
Arman Danesh, CIO Marketing and Communications , 

HSBC


